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Introduction
Recently there has been discussion about the use of guards on the Guild’s table saw. Many pointed out the few
possible exceptions to using a guard on the saw such as:
•

cutting narrow strips

•

rebating

•

or using a cross cut sled.

Cutting of narrow strips with a guard can be done by using a relatively low false fence to space the saw fence
away from the guard. If you are fortunate enough to have a DeWalt or Hikoki saw then there is a built in flip
over facility on the fence.
For non through cuts such as rebates you should use a router table as being a safer option.
This leaves only the use of a cross cut sled as as a potentially high risk operation and it got me thinking about
how this risk could be mitigated. My solution is a mash up of the mini sled as shown on
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=offKxiMuqM0 and the sled https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=AlUCDzM3gzY from the Newbie Woodworker.
In working through the issues with a new design it became clear that while a rear “fence” would still be
possible (it would have to be constructed similar to the new design for the front fence, possibly using a bridge
to allow the guard to pass below) but is only included in standard designs to stiffen up the structure. A single
sled for both 45° and 90° cuts would not be feasible since the cut out in the front fence to allow the guard to
pass though would mean that wedge would be cut in the front fence. This would mean that you lose the benefits
of alignment of your cuts and support for the cuts to minimise tear out. For my use, with relatively light
precision cuts, I landed on a design that is relatively compact and light weight without a bottom to the sled.
Anyone who wishes to use these concepts on heavier work should consider using a “floor” as this will improve
the rigidity of the guide system using the saw’s mitre slots.
The final design allows for work up to 350mm long on either side of the blade when using a length stop and for
cutting material up to 20mm thick (both of these measurements comfortably exceed most of my uses for the
saw). The overall design is shown below.

Fence construction
Make the fence from two 800mm lengths of 60mm x 12mm birch ply
with 19mm x 3mm deep grooves midway on each face. Glue these
strips together with the grooves facing each other, taking care not to get
glue close to the groove to avoid squeeze out into this space. It is useful
to have two short pieces of timber 5mm thick, that are nice fit in the
groove and insert these into each end to ensure precise alignment. Once
the glue is thoroughly cured cut a 6.4mm (¼ꞌꞌ) slot in the face using the
same reference edge as was used for routing the grooves. Clean up the
bottom face to give a true and square fence and then cut in half with a
sufficient clearance to allow for the guard to pass through (60mm in my
case).

Horizontal part
The horizontal part is 800mm long by 75mm x 12mm birch ply to
with a scrap of 9mm ply in glued in the centre which is 60mm wide
for the 90° fence but wider for the 45° fence to allow the guard to
pass though as shown in the sketch.
Screw the fence parts to the horizontal part use an flat plank of mdf
and clamps to ensure that everything is aligned when screwing
everything up.

Runners
Cut 300mm long hardwood runners to be a nice fit in the mitre slot grooves and pack up so that they are
slightly proud of the table saw top. Move the fence so that a dry fit up of the sled places the cut line in the
centre of the sled while one end of the sled rests against the fence. Using a framing square for alignment, glue
the runners to the sled with CA glue and pressed down by hand until the glue had cured sufficiently. Then screw
the runners to the horizontal part. The completed assembly is shown below.

Length stop
It is important to have a length stop that you can readily adjust to the correct length and ensure that it stays
vertical.
Make a Tee bolt using and m6 x 30 bolt with a small piece of 5mm thick hardwood which was a sloppy fit in
the groove. Cut a hex in the centre of the face (I used my scrollsaw) and glue the bolt head to the wood with CA
glue. Cut a stop from 12mm birch ply and then cut a strip of 6mm thick hardwood to be a nice fit to the fence
groove and then glue these either side of the bolt hole. To ensure everything was fitted up correctly glue small
pieces of 6mm wide x 5mm thick mdf to the hardwood guides using a glue stick. Then clamp the assembly
using the wing nut for the stop, while ensuring that the stop is square to the fence. Once the glue is dry, pry the
mdf pieces off and ease the corners with a chisel. Photos for the bolt and stop are below.
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